
Wrapped Up In You
Intro: G A7 C G

Verse1:
G
How do I love you
     B7
Well let me see
  C                             A7
I love you like a lyric loves a melody
G      A7          C             G
Maybe, completely, wrapped up in you
G
How do i need you
     B7
Well can't you tell
C                               A7 
I need you like a penny needs a wishing well
G      A7          C             G
Maybe, completely, wrapped up in you

Chorus:
                                            B7       
Every now and then when the world that 
                   C   A7
we're living in's, crazy
C                   A7            C     D  
You gladly hold me and car-ry me  through
G                        
No one in the world's every done what you 
               A7 
do for me, and I'd be
C               A7              C
Sad and lonely, If there were no
D(STOP STRUMING)
you___________
G
How do I love you
B7
Well count the ways
C                                    A7
There ain't no number high enough to end this phrase
G      A7          C             G
Maybe, completely, wrapped up in you

G                  A7    C               G  
ba ba buh-ba-ba-ba ba ba ba buh-ba-ba-ba ba
G                  A7    C               G
ba-ah buh-ba-ba-ba ba ba ba buh-ba-ba-ba ba

Chorus:

B7       
Every now and then when the world that 
                   C   A7
we're living in's, crazy
C                   A7            C     D  
You gladly hold me and car-ry me  through
G                        
No one in the world's every done what you 
               A7 
do for me, and I'd be
C               A7              C
Sad and lonely, If there were no
D(STOP STRUMING)
you___________
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G
How do I love you
B7
Baby don't you know
C                               A7
I love you 'bout as deep as any love can grow
G      A7          C
Maybe, completely, wrapped up in you

G         A7      C(stop)
Maybe, completely,wrapped up in you

Solo:
G A7 C G-OUTRO FADE
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